
SENSORY GUIDE
for the Touring Show of

 



The performance takes place at the Paramount Theatre in Seattle, WA.

 Seating is stadium style, with two center aisles and an aisle on the outside. 

RunTime:  MEAN GIRLS is approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes, including one

15-minute intermission. 

Content Considerations
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MEAN GIRLS is a coming-of-age musical which follows a 16-year-old girl who

feels socially out of place after moving to the United States from Africa. We

watch as she tries to navigate an unfamiliar culture and fit in as best she can,

hoping to gain approval from the other girls at school. 

 

The show centers on themes of betrayal, gossip, and revenge. Core emotional

experiences we, as the audience, see the characters go through (and that we

may feel along with them) include loneliness, social isolation, and the feeling

that there must be something "wrong with me".  Bullying is common both in the

dialogue and through visuals.

Audiences can expect loud electronic and orchestral music with bright, colorful

sets and lighting. Large screens cover the whole set that at times are

illuminated by bold  pinks or a flurry of images. The show is fast paced and

includes lots of high energy dancing from the ensemble of "high schoolers".

There are some adult themes including depictions of underage drinking and

multiple references to sex through jokes or movement.



01. ”A Cautionary Tale” 

03. Scene: Cady's First
Day, "It Roars
(Reprise)" 

02. "It Roars" 

04. “Where Do You 
Belong?” 

05. “Meet the Plastics", 
Scene: Cady, Janis, 
Damian
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Scene                                Description           

ACT ONE
Sensory Considerations

Show begins witha loud crash of instruments
A high pitched flute plays 
The full stage is covered in bright screens,
used to create backgrounds and sets.  
Mention of death (nobody dies!)

Bright lights shine onto the stage and into the
audience
Visually busy
Very loud
Teens yelling at each other. Includes profanity

School bell rings
Whistle blows loudly
Mildly crude comments are made by students 

Visually busy, high energy dancing with red
cafeteria trays  
Spinning tables revolve around central actors
Loud crashes of instruments
Loud button at end of number

Bright pink shines across all the screens on
stage
Loud drums 
The three "Plastics" appear intimidating 



06. ”Stupid With Love" 

09. "Stupid With Love
(Reprise)" 

08. Scene: Regina's
House; "What's Wrong
With Me?"

07. Scene: Cafeteria;
"Apex Predator", Mall 

10. “Sexy"

11. Scene: Halloween
Party,  "Someone Gets
Hurt"
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Scene                                Description           

ACT ONE
Sensory Considerations

Loud transition from the end of song into next
scene 

Very loud throughout
Visually busy mall scene with bright lights and
sudden changes
High piercing singing/belting
The music sounds intimidating
Scenes of "predators" and "prey" are mimed
by ensemble

Loud electronic music plays with booming
bass
Flashing lights
High energy "sexy" dancing could be visually
overwhelming

Very loud music
The music and visuals are intentionally
intimidating and scary 



12. ”Revenge Party” 

13. Scene: Cady and 
Aaron; Cady and Ms.
Norbury 
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Scene                                Description           Sensory Considerations

INTERMISSION

ACT ONE

14. Scene: Regina's
House; "Rocking around
the Pole"

15. "Fearless" 

Visually busy
Loud music
Friends plotting revenge
An actor in a Lion costume simulates sexual
movements near the end of the song 

The characters mock Regina in a flurry of
social media posts shown on screens 

Lights shine into the audience
High, piercing singing
Loud booming finish to the song signals end
of Act 1 



16. "Cautionary Tale 
(Reprise)" 

19. “Whose House is 
This?” 

18. "What's Wrong With
Me (Reprise)"

17. Scene: Art Class, 
"Stop" 
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Scene                                Description           Sensory Considerations

ACT TWO

Loud orchestrations

Sounds of tap dancing
Mention of sexual mistreatment 

Loud screaming

Visually overwhelming images and dances
Underage drinking
Very loud party music
Lights shine and move across audience and
stage

20. "More Is Better"

21. "Someone Gets Hurt
(Reprise)"

Loud singing/belting and yelling



22. ”World Burn” 

23. "I'd Rather Be Me” Loud cheering from ensemble and audience
Scene contains "trust falls" where girls fall
from a table but are caught by people below 

Intimidating lights and visuals
Loud singing from full ensemble
Visuals and lyrics of mean comments and
bullying
Whistle blows
Fast moving visuals cover the screens

Scene                                Description           Sensory Considerations

ACT TWO

24. Regina is hit by a
bus; "Fearless
(Reprise)"; Gym Class

Surprising bus crashes onto the stage 
Loud crash
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25. Mathletes, "Do This
Thing” 

Loud conclusion
Buzzers sound off quickly (in the style of a
competition) 

26. Spring Fling; "Stars" Loud music, booming bass
Visually busy, lots of victorious dancing
Bright lights
Big finale with loud boom 



Scene                                Description           Sensory Considerations

BOWS
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ACT TWO

This is a list of possible sensory difficulties you or your child may experience while
viewing this performance. Part of the magic of live theater is that unexpected things

happen, so not every moment can be accounted for.
This review team included an Autistic Teen and a Psychologist.
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